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EDUCATION 

Dept. of Chemistry, University of Athens, Greece  BSc 1998 Chemistry 

Dept. of Biochemistry, University of Bristol, UK  MSc 1999 Biochemistry 

Dept. of Chemistry, University of Athens, Greece  PhD 2003 Chemistry 

POSITIONS AND EMPLOYMENT 

01-09/2004 Post Doctoral Research Fellow, Division of Analytical Chemistry, Dept. of Chemistry, 

University of Athens, Greece. 

11/2004 – 3/2018  Post Doctoral Research Fellow, Division of Basic Neurosciences, Foundation for 

Biomedical Research of the Academy of Athens (BRFAA), Greece. 

TEACHING 

Undergraduate: Biochemistry I and II. Laboratory practicals for Biochemistry II. 

AWARDS 

 1st Novartis Award for Poster Presentation. 

17th Joint Meeting of the British Endocrine Societies, Edinburgh, UK (1998) 

 Youth Travel Fund (YTF) Grant for participating in the EMBO-FEBS workshop on “Amyloid formation”, 

Firenze, Italy (2006) 

 Travel Grant for participating in the 1st International Meeting on “A-Synuclein in Health and Disease”, 

Lausanne, Switzerland (2008) 

 “George Papanikolaou” Award from the University of Athens for the research project: “Cell-derived alpha-

synuclein oligomeric species are targeted to, and impair, the 26S proteasome” (2009) 

 Travel Award for participating in the 23
rd

 ISN/ESN Biennial Meeting, Athens, Greece (2011) 

 Travel Award for an oral presentation in the meeting “Grand Challenges in Parkinson’s Disease: Focus in 

alpha-synuclein”, Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA (2015) 

 Travel Award for presentation in the meeting “7th ISN Special Neurochemistry Conference on Synaptic 

function and dysfunction in brain diseases», Coimbra, Potugal (2016) 

MEMBERSHIPS 
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FUNDED GRANTS 

 Rapid Response Innovation Award (2008), Michael J. Fox Foundation, USA 

Role: Principal Investigator, Budget: 75,000 $ 
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RESEARCH INTERESTS 

The major focus of my research work involves investigation of the molecular mechanisms of protein secretion 

and degradation that are of particular importance in neurodegenerative disorders. 

More specifically, I am working with α-synuclein, a small, pre-synaptic neuronal protein, which plays a central 

role in the pathobiology of Parkinson’s Disease (PD) and other related neurodegenerative conditions collectively 

called synucleinopathies. α-Synuclein is genetically and biochemically linked with PD pathogenesis. 

Importantly, deposition of aggregated forms of α-synuclein in cytoplasmic inclusion bodies (Lewy Bodies) is 

tightly associated with the neurodegeneration of dopaminergic neurons observed in PD. Under this prism, part of 

my work is trying to identify which of the oligomeric α-synuclein species impact cell viability and the 

mechanism through which they confer their detrimental effects using a variety of cellular and animal models. 

Having in mind that such aberrant conformations primarily burden the intracellular degradation systems, I have 

extensively studied the interaction of oligomeric and monomeric α-synuclein species with the proteasome, a 

major degradation machinery of the cell. In fact, my recent studies focus on the investigation of the interaction 

between free lipids and α-synuclein oligomers, with emphasis on how such an interaction can affect their 

proteasome-dependent degradation. 

Since my early years in research, I became fascinated by the mechanisms involved in the regulatory and non-

conventional protein secretion and by the technical advancements developed to follow these events in vitro and 



in vivo. Although α-synuclein has been initially thought to be a protein localized exclusively in the cytoplasm of 

cells, it is now common knowledge that it can be readily released in human and mouse brain parenchyma even 

though it does not carry a signal peptide. The extracellular form of α-synuclein has been implicated in a cell-to-

cell transfer mechanism of disease propagation that ultimately may lead to PD initiation and/or progression. Yet, 

the normal function of the secreted α-synuclein has not been yet elucidated. However, I, and other researchers in 

the field, support the notion that the secreted form of the protein is strongly related to its physiological action. 

Given the importance of extracellular α-synuclein, my work is mostly focused on the elucidation of key players 

in the secretory pathway of α-synuclein in cellular and animal models. A significant contribution in this field that 

came through my early work was the discovery that part of cytoplasmic α-synuclein is secreted in association 

with exosomes, small vesicles of endocytic origin that have been implicated in cell-to-cell communication. 

Whether exosome-associated α-synuclein also possesses specific biological activity is still under investigation. 

Other basic research questions include which receptors are motivated, what kind of molecules could trigger α-

synuclein release, and how neurons crosstalk in a certain brain area to accomplish this release. Unraveling the 

regulatory mechanisms that control α-synuclein release in vivo and see how such mechanisms are modified or 

become compromised under pathological conditions are two important challenges. Towards this direction, I have 

established an in vivo brain microdialysis approach coupled with an ultra-sensitive in-house ELISA to monitor 

and pharmacologically manipulate α-synuclein secretion in the parenchyma of mouse striatum. My future plans 

include the development of a combinatory approach in the mouse that will couple optogenetics with 

microdialysis (a novel technique that is called optodialysis) in order to investigate whether the activation of one 

brain area can trigger the secretion of α-synuclein in a different, inter-connected brain area. 

It is my opinion that knowing the physiological function of extracellular α-synuclein and its secretory pathway 

would answer critical biological questions about the etiology of PD and would possibly uncover novel, yet 

unsuspected, therapeutic interventions that would aim to restore the normal function of the protein. 

Another aspect of my research work covers the development of sensitive and specific assays to evaluate the 

potential use of certain biomolecules as biomarkers for the diagnosis or staging of human disease. The bioassays 

provide a useful tool to aid the analysis of a great number of clinical biological samples which is critical in order 

to assess the utility of the target molecule. Such a translational effort is of fundamental importance in order to 

combine the experimental results with the clinical unresolved problems. 


